Rationing - A Letter Home
2 Hello Mother,

1. Which word means the same as ‘trade’?
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Last week, Mrs Danford decided that I’m settled enough
to help more around the home so it is now my job to get
the shopping. Although rationing is still in place in the
countryside, it’s so much easier to get extra and barter
for different items. I even managed to get an orange –
can you believe it? The juice was so sweet and sticky.
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The shop owners are much friendlier than in London.
They don’t treat me as if I will steal from them;
some of them even give me treats (like a sweet from
the Grocer).
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Quick Questions

2. What did the Grocer give to Clara?

3. Which phrase tells us that Clara was excited
about getting an orange? Why was she excited?



Of course, we have plenty
of vegetables: they grow
in the huge back garden
and we swap with
the neighbours.


4. Why does Clara end by saying ‘I wish I could
share with you’?

124 I wish I could share
126 with you.




128 Love Clara.
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Answers

Of course, we have plenty
of vegetables: they grow
in the huge back garden
and we swap with
the neighbours.

Accept: ‘barter’

2. What did the Grocer give to Clara?
Accept: ‘a sweet’

3. Which phrase tells us that Clara was excited
about getting an orange? Why was she excited?
Accept reference to ‘can you believe it?’, ‘I even
managed…’; she was excited because oranges
were difficult to obtain and it would be difficult
to believe that she had managed to get one.

4. Why does Clara end by saying ‘I wish I could

124 I wish I could share
126 with you.

share with you’?

128 Love Clara.

has been evacuated to the countryside and her

Accept any explanation of the fact that she
mother is still in London where food is harder
to come by (‘It’s so much easier to get extra…).
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